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T
he mummified remains of 22
pharaohs were moved Saturday
from the Egyptian Museum where

they resided for over a century to a new
resting place. Here is a list of the
pharaohs being rehoused at the
National Museum of Egyptian Civilization
and a description of each.
1. Seqenenre Tao II, known as “the

Brave”, he reigned over southern
Egypt some 1,600 years before
Christ and led a war against the
Hyksos, a Semitic people who had
invaded the country.

2. Queen Ahmose-Nefertari, his power-
ful and influential daughter, she was
married to her brother Ahmose I who
was the first monarch of the 18th
Dynasty.

3. Amenhotep I, second pharaoh of the
18th Dynasty, he was a child when
he became king and ruled with the
help of his mother, Queen Ahmose-
Nefertari.

4. Ahmose-Meritamun, Ahmose-
Nefertari’s daughter, she was both
the older sister and wife of
Amenhotep I.

5. Thutmose I, the third pharaoh of the
18th Dynasty, he ascended the
throne after Amenhotep I died with-
out an heir and helped expand
Egyptian rule in the south.

6. Thutmose II, son of the previous
king, married his half-sister
Hatshepsut.

7. Queen Hatshepsut, known as the
“foremost of noble ladies”, she
declared herself pharaoh although in
ancient Egypt women could not
accede to that role. But she rose to
become a powerful monarch under
whose rule numerous projects were
built and trade with other countries
flourished.

8. King Thutmose III was remembered
as one of the great warrior kings of
the New Kingdom, whose battle at

Megiddo is considered a model of
military strategy.

‘Harem conspiracy’ 
9. King Amenhotep II, his son, was

known as an excellent charioteer
and all-round athlete as well as
skilled with bow and arrow. He
secured Egypt’s borders and fought
military campaigns that secured
immense wealth and power, and
was also known for expanding the
Karnak temple complex near Luxor.

10. Thutmose IV, son of the previous
king.

11. Amenhotep III ruled for 37 or 38
years. His reign was known for its
opulence and the grandeur of its
monuments, including the Colossi of
Memnon-two massive stone statues
near Luxor that represent him and
his wife.

12. Queen Tiye was married to
Amenhotep III.

13. Seti I, son of Ramses I, ruled for at
least 21 years during which he led
several military campaigns to reim-
pose Egypt’s authority outside its
borders. His activities and victories
were recorded in the temple of Amun
at Karnak. His tomb in the Valley of
the Kings is one of the best pre-
served royal sepulchres with vivid
colors.

14. Ramses II ruled for 67 years during
which he was known as a great war-
rior and prolific builder who ordered
the construction of temples across
Egypt, including the famous Abu
Simbel and the Ramessseum, his
mortuary temple.

15. King Merenptah, son of Ramses II,
ruled 11 years.

16. King Seti II, son of King Merenptah.
17. King Siptah came to the throne dur-

ing the 19th Dynasty as a child and
his stepmother Taworset, wife of Seti
II, acted as regent.

18. Ramses III, king of the 20th Dynasty,
was known as the last of the great
warrior pharaohs of the New
Kingdom. Several papyri recount a
so-called “harem conspiracy” involv-
ing high officials by his wife, minor
queen Tiye, plotting to kill him to put
her son Pentawer on the throne. CT
scans of his mummified body have
shown that the king’s throat had
been cut from behind.

19. Ramses IV succeeded his father
Ramses III but only ruled for six or
seven years.

20. Ramses V ruled for only about four
years and died without an heir to the
throne.

21. Ramses VI, one of the sons of
Ramses III, ruled for eight years.

22. Ramses IX was the eight king of the
20th Dynasty who ruled for about 18
years. — AFP 

A performer dressed in ancient Egyptian costume uses
his phone to take a “selfie” photo.

Performers dressed in ancient Egyptian costume march at the start of the parade. A performer rides a two-horse chariot at the start of the parade.

Xenia Katzurke, behavioral therapist for dogs at the Tierheim
Berlin animal shelter, holds an American Staffordshire Terrier
Mix called Marti, as she speaks to reporters on the grounds of
the animal shelter in Berlin. — AFP photos

Adopted mixed breed dog Uschi looks up during a walk with
her new owner Annelie Salomon in Hasenheide park in Berlin. 

A yellow-bellied slider turtle looks up from its artificial pond
at the Tierheim Berlin animal shelter in Berlin.

M
arkus Salomon and his family had
been thinking about getting a dog
for years, but it was the coron-

avirus pandemic that finally pushed them
to bring home one-year-old mixed breed
Uschi. “The pandemic is of course a time
when we are at home a lot, so in lock-
down, and that is a good time to get a
dog,” said the 53-year-old biologist and
Berlin resident. 

“You can’t do very much, you can’t go
on holiday, you can’t visit friends or rela-
tives, but what you can do is go for a
walk, a spot of hiking, a drive in the
woods, and a dog is great for that,” he
said. Germany has seen an explosion in
pet adoption in the pandemic, with
demand for cats, dogs and other furry
companions soaring as people seek
ways to ease loneliness and boredom.
The number of dogs sold in the country
increased by a “dramatic” 20 percent in
2020 compared with the previous year,
according to the Deutsche Hundewesen
(VDH) kennel club.

Overall, the number of pets in German
households climbed by almost one mil-
lion to nearly 35 million, figures from the
Industrial Association of Pet Care
Producers (IVH) show, with cats and
dogs at the top of the list. Breeders and
animal shelters have been overwhelmed
with demand, with the Tierheim Berlin
shelter reporting 500 enquiries in one
weekend last spring. There has also been
a knock-on effect for the pet care indus-
try, with demand for food, accessories
and toys driving revenues up five percent
last year to 5.5 billion euros ($6.5 billion).

Emotional support 
In a recent survey by the German pet

portal Wamiz.de, 84 percent of dog own-
ers said their pets had not only provided
a distraction in the pandemic but also
much-needed emotional support.  “Pets
are conversation partners for many,

especially for people living alone,” said
Frank Nestmann, a psychologist special-
izing in human-animal relationships at the
Dresden University of Technology. And
their company has been all the more
valuable at a time when people are
encouraged to stay at home rather than
socialize in order to keep coronavirus
transmission down. “People are social
beings. When socializing is reduced and
rules for distancing are established, then
other social beings like dogs or other
pets in general take on an even greater
meaning,” Nestmann said.

But there is also a dark side to the
surging demand for pets, with the num-
ber of dogs sold illegally in Germany
more than doubling between 2019 and
2020, according to the German Animal
Welfare Association. Such dogs are typi-
cally bred abroad in poor conditions and
then sold to German consumers for a
premium price-but often turn out to be

sick or difficult to handle, leading to them
being abandoned.

Illegal trade thriving 
“Demand is insanely high and all the

animal welfare organizations have practi-
cally no animals left. Of course, this
means that the illegal trade is thriving,”
said Berlin shelter spokeswoman Annette
Rost. Marti, a one-and-a-half-year-old
Staffordshire terrier mix, was imported
illegally from Romania and then kept
locked in a cellar before being brought to
the shelter, where he is being treated for
balance and coordination issues and oth-
er health problems.

Prospective owners are often lured by
puppies like Marti because of the “beauti-
ful colors that are so popular on
Instagram” but are unable to cope when
they grow bigger, said Xenia Katzurke,
behavioural therapist for dogs at the shel-
ter. The pandemic in general is leading to

a lot of people “getting an animal without
thinking... about what will happen when
the pandemic is over and their life returns
to normal”, according to Rost. That
shouldn’t be a problem for Markus
Salomon and his family, who have
already gotten used to Uschi stealing
food from their bins, barking over their
conversations and jumping on the table
at mealtimes.

Daughter Annelie, 14, described her
new companion as “very lively,
cheeky... but also sensitive”, bringing a
welcome distraction from home school-
ing for her and sister Sophie, nine. And
if life ever does return to normal and the
family are allowed to travel abroad
again, Uschi is small enough to fit in
their hand luggage. — AFP

Rapper DMX on
life support after
heart attack

G
ritty US rapper DMX was hospital-
ized and on life support Saturday
after a heart attack, his lawyer

Murray Richman told AFP.”He was hospi-
talized at 11 o’clock last night at the hos-
pital in White Plains,” the New York sub-
urb where he lives, after suffering “a heart
attack,” Richman, who has represented
the rapper for 25 years, told AFP.  “As far
as I know, he is still on life support,” the
lawyer added, saying he was “very wor-
ried.”  Richman said he could not confirm
a report by entertainment website TMZ
that the 50-year-old New Yorker, known
for his previous battles with drug addic-
tion, had overdosed. 

DMX, whose real name is Earl
Simmons, reigned over the late 1990s
and early 2000s with hits including “X
Gon’ Give It To Ya” and “Party Up.”  He
has released eight albums, his most
recent in 2015, and is among hip-hop’s
darkest stars, laying his inner demons out
for the masses in hard-driving anthems
that gained him commercial and critical
acclaim. He released his debut major-
label single “Get At Me Dog” in 1998 with
Def Jam, which came off his first studio
album “It’s Dark and Hell Is Hot.” The
album debuted at number one on
Billboard’s top album chart and boasted
another hit single, “Ruff Ryders’ Anthem,”
ushering in commercial success that
would last for years. 

The artist endured a grim childhood,
growing up in housing projects with his
mother and five sisters where he suffered
abuse, and had continued run-ins with
the penal system throughout his life, even
after he achieved celebrity. In November
2017, he pleaded guilty to evading $1.7
million in tax payments between 2002
and 2005 and spent a year in prison.
DMX has suffered from addiction to
drugs including crack, which he has said
began as early as age 14.  “I didn’t really
have anybody to talk to,” he said in late
2020 in an emotional interview on Talib
Kweli’s weekly podcast. —AFPPhotos of successfully adopted cats sent by their owners cover a wall in the cat section of the Tierheim Berlin animal shelter in Berlin.

In this file photo rapper DMX performs at
Masters Of Ceremony 2019 at Barclays Center
in New York City. — AFP 


